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RESUMO 

A distingao entre os casos de objetivos multiplos irredutiveis e de argumentos multiplos da 

fungao utilidade e o pan to de partida da analise. Um primeiro caso e tratado empregando-se o 

prindpio lexicografico e mostra-se que os modelos de tipo Baumol e nogdes de comportamen- 

to tais como satisfagao podem ganhar uma estrutura teorica. Mostra-se que a nogao de 

satisfagao implica a existenda de equilibrios multiplos. No segundo caso, correspondendo as 

fungoes de utilidade da firma quando estas apresentam forma funcional, uma condigao 

necessdria implicita restritiva para a existenda de uma fungao de utilidade espedfica e 

revelada. 
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ABSTRACT 

The distinction between the cases of multiple irreducible objectives and of a utility function's 

multiple arguments is the starting point of the analysis. A first case is treated employing the 

lexicographic principle and it is shown that the Baumol type models and behaviorist notions 

such as satisficing can thereby gain a theoretical structure. It is shown that the satisficing 

notion implies the existence of multiple goals. The second case, corresponding to the utility 

functions of the firm when these display the functional form, an implicit restrictive necessary 

condition for the existence of a specific utility function is disclosed. 
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512 A Theory of the Firm Allowing for Multiple Objectives 

INTRODUCTION 

A basic assumption of the neo-classical theory of the firm is that of profit 

maximization. This condition has a strong operational appeal. It allows 

an analysis of the firm such that its decision makers' choice behavior is 

devoid of a deeper subjective content. A leading defense of this assump- 

tion is the market selection argument such as associated primarily with 

Friedman (1953) and Alchian (1950). However, this argument was re- 

cendy challenged by Dutta and Radner (1999). Focusing mainly on the 

uncertainty case, with profits given by expected discounted withdrawals, 

they showed that most of the firms that survive in the long run are not 

profit maximizers, while diose that maximize profit would tend to fail in 

a finite time period. 

That profit maximization may represent an oversimplification of the de- 

cision making process at the firm, has been recognized for a long time. 

One can distinguish at least three basic alternative approaches: 1) the 

suggestion of a firm's utility function in terms of profit and other pecuni- 

ary objectives (see for example, BROWN & REVANKAR, 1971; 

LANDSBERGER & SUBOTNIK, 1976; MILLER & ROMEO, 1979) 

or encompassing non-pecuniary goals (see for example, SCITOVSKY, 

1943; PIRON, 1974; AUSTER & SILVER, 1976; OLSEN, 1977; 

HANNAN, 1982; FORMBY & MILNER, 1985); 2) models where a 

given objective is maximized subject to a specific target constraint. Per- 

haps the best known example of a target setting model is that where 

revenue is taken as a decisive choice criterion, provided profits have at- 

tained a predetermined sufficiency level (see for example BAUMOL, 

1958, 1959). Other instances are Yarrow (1976), where a firm's decision 

maker's utility is maximized subject to a minimum market valuation re- 

striction and Williamson(1967), where utility given by excess expendi- 

ture on staff; management slack, and discretionary investment expendi- 

ture is maximized, subject to a minimum "reported" profit constraint 

(see HAY & MORRIS, 1991, p. 323); 3) the so called behaviorist mode 

of analysis including the treatment of the notions of satisficing and 

bounded rationality (see for example, SIMON, 1955, 1959, 1976, 
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1979,1987a; NELSON & WINTER, 1982; and CYERT & MARCH, 

1992). 

Given the simplifying assumption of profit maximization the standard 

theory of die firm focuses in general, upon a set of assumptions relative 

to die production set, widiout a significant concern for die explicit speci- 

fication of die assumptions diat underlie a decision maker's preferences. 

Unfortunately, the same procedure is also followed by most of die alter- 

native approaches, thus neglecting an appropriate analysis of a possibly 

more complex preference structure underlying a firm's decision maker's 

behavior. 

The model used here represents an effort to fill diis gap by offering an 

axiomatic foundation to die mechanism of choice at die firm. A main 

objective of diis paper is to present a framework diat might be used to 

unify diose different approaches to die theory of die firm including die 

conventional method. The explicit consideration of a decision maker's 

behavioral assumptions is shown to be an important ingredient in the 

existence proof of a firm's equilibrium under die various approaches, an 

issue diat has been neglected in die literature. With regard to features 

that are typical of die behavioral line of thought I will suggest that die 

proposed framework may represent a contribution with respect to die 

provision of a still missing theoretical structure. 

The reducibility and irreducibility of objectives are central concepts in my 

analysis, being related to two different meanings of the notion of objec- 

tive. There is initially die idea that a decision maker is endowed widi a 

finite set of irreducible criteria where each such objective can be consid- 

ered as being of an abstract nature. It is further suggested that an ab- 

stract objective can eventually be decomposed into a finite set of what I 

will term concrete objectives, related according to subjective equiva- 

lence conversion factors. A significant example for die latter is die case 

of multiple goals as considered by die various managerial utility models 

described in the literature. Let us consider for instance, the managerial 

utility function U(Profit(.),Revenue(.)). Here we have die case of a sin- 

gle abstract objective, namely utility, decomposed into the concrete 
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514 A Theory of the Firm Allowing for Multiple Objectives 

objectives, profit and revenue. The existence of a utility function in this 

example implies diat there is a subjective equivalence conversion factor, 

relating profit and revenue.1 An example with two irreducible objectives 

is Williamson's (1967) model, where an abstract objective, perhaps inad- 

vertently called utility, is decomposed into the concrete goals given by 

excess expenditure on staff, management slack and discretionary invest- 

ment expenditure. Clearly here, utility is not a real valued representation 

of an agenfs preferences, given the existence of reported profit, playing 

die role of another criterion, which is here irreducible with respect to the 

objective called utility, being predominant whenever its target value has 

not been reached. 

This paper extends Hersztajn Moldau (1993) by treating the case of 

multiple irreducible objectives of die firm and by providing a detailed 

analysis of die particular case of a firm's utility model, allowing for mul- 

tiple concrete goals. The first case is treated using the lexicographic prin- 

ciple. This implies diat decision makers act in response to a set of or- 

dered, but irreducible objectives. This means diat decisions are made in 

accordance to a first ranking criterion. A second ranking objective is only 

decisive in choice if the alternatives that are being compared are indiffer- 

ent widi respect to the first rated objective. The odier goals that follow 

with a lower order of importance are only considered, if the alternatives 

under comparison are indifferent in accordance to all criteria that have a 

higher importance ranking. It is to be noted, moreover, that when all 

objectives are reducible to a common denominator, there will be a single 

abstract objective and one or various concrete goals, and thus, we will 

have the utility maximizing model as a particular instance. 

There are not many examples of other attempts to model the firm using 

the idea of lexicographic preferences. One can refer in this respect to a 

1 The similar and well known idea, that the existence of a utility function in Consumer Theory implies 
the reducibihty of needs or wants, has been presented forcefully by GEORGES CU-ROEGEN 
(1968) (see also SIMON (1987b, p. 244) and ARROW (1997, p. 759)). It is formally represented 

by the satisfaction of the continuity condition by a decision maker's preferences. On the other hand 
the notion of subjectiveness must be properly understood in the context of a firm's decision maker. 
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paper published a long time ago by Encarnacion (1964). It is important, 

however, to note that the model used by this author corresponds to a 

very particular class of preferences, where a given objective may only 

cease to be decisive for choice, once it attained complete satisfaction. This 

means that this model displays a property of discontinuity in the order- 

ing of objectives. The model that I am employing in this paper allows for 

a different view of the decision making process. It admits die possibility 

of a continuously varying ordering of criteria. Depending on die degree 

of satisfaction of the various objectives any of diem could become of first 

order importance and eventually two or more could be simultaneously of 

first rank. 

In Hersztajn Moldau (1993) it is shown diat including diis condition one 

can derive continuous demand functions widi properties similar to those 

of demand functions derived according to die conventional approach. 

These properties include the possibility of a continuous and smoodi sub- 

stitution between goods in response to relative price changes. In general, 

one obtains the usual substitution term. However, a vanishing substitu- 

tion term can be observed when die number of predominant criteria equals 

that of commodities. It also follows diat die solution of die integrability 

problem may eidier lead to a conventional utility function or alterna- 

tively, to die real valued representation of a first ranking objective. This 

means diat a given demand function can be consistent widi preferences 

representable by a regular utility function, or alternatively, congruous widi 

a lexicographic type of preferences, given in terms of a contmuous order- 

ing of goals. On the other hand, die existence of multiple irreducible 

objectives is shown to imply a unique equilibrium, even widiout die strict 

convexity of preferences property. 

Considering the case of multiple concrete objectives, an important ques- 

tion to ask refers to the necessary conditions for the existence of a spe- 

cific utility function given in terms of a particular set of arguments (con- 

crete goals). Of significance in connection to diis question is the fact that 

in die context of the dieory of the firm, diese arguments are in general 

functions of decision variables defined in the commodity space. This 

means that this type of utility function is actually a functional. A signifi- 
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cant result of my analysis is the provision of a suitable framework to 

show the restrictiveness of the assumptions that necessarily underlie the 

neo-classical profit maximization model and each of the utility models of 

the firm. More precisely, I identify the form of the necessary subjective 

relationship between concrete goals so as to permit the existence of a 

specific utility function which is to serve as die real valued representation 

of preferences defmed in the commodity space.2 It is shown for example, 

that the existence of a utility function given in terms of only two argu- 

ments, such as for instance, profit and revenue, requires these to be inde- 

pendent. This means that the subjective conversion factor of revenue for 

profit must not change given a variation in the level of revenue and the 

subjective conversion factor of profit for revenue must stay the same 

given a change in profit. It is also shown in this case, how diis may re- 

strict a utility function's specification. 

In this paper, I stress die point diat die definition of a firm's utility func- 

tion, necessarily implies the existence of the above mentioned subjective 

equivalence conversion factors to relate die concrete objectives diat are 

arguments of die utility function in question. This means that a reference 

to multiple objectives should actually, in a rigorous sense, be restricted to 

die case where these are irreducible. In other words, when there are vari- 

ous objectives that are all reducible to a common denominator, one would 

in fact still be in the realm of the one objective models of the firm. This is 

in fact die main justification for my use of the term concrete objectives 

to set diis case apart. 

I also argue that our framework of analysis may represent an underpin- 

ning to the target setting approach, encompassing the Baumol type mod- 

els, where one assumes that an agent must reach a target level of a first 

2 It is useful to recall that the managerial utility functions are not defined in general, when their 
arguments are not cardinally measurable. A simple example is the utility function U(x1,f(x2)), where 

x2 is ordinally measurable and f(.) is an increasing function from 91 to 91 . Clearly, the first order 
condition for a constrained maximum of U(.) is affected by f(.). See for example, Georgescu-Roegen 
(1954, 1971, chapter IV) for a careful analysis of the distinction between cardinal and ordinal 
measurability 
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ranked objective, before anodier can be die determinant of choice (see 

DRAKOPOLOUS, 1994). That these models represent a case of lexico- 

graphic preferences was suggested a long time ago by Rosenberg (1971). 

There are target setting models such as for example, Williamson's and 

Yarrow's, where one of the firm's objectives has a formal similarity widi 

managerial utility functions. Thus, there is a connection which is explored 

with respect to the corresponding findings, briefly mentioned above. This 

makes the theory developed in this paper of particular interest for an 

analysis of the necessary conditions for an existence proof of a firm's 

equilibrium, while preserving diose models' special features. 

Another implication of our analysis is that features typical of the 

behavioral strand of thought can be reinterpreted in terms of a multiple 

objectives model of die firm widi lexicographic preferences. I believe that 

of special significance is the proof that the well known satisficing concept 

implies the existence of multiple (irreducible) objectives. This result is 

then employed in an attempt to formalize the satisficing idea. Further- 

more, it is suggested diat this concept could then, eventually, be a part of 

a description of "rational" behavior corresponding to a more general 

model of choice applied to the firm. A point to be stressed is that by 

using a model diat allows for the maximization of lexicographically or- 

dered goals, one is able to pursue optimization procedures under circum- 

stances diat are inconsistent widi profit or even with utility maximization. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 1 presents 

die basic model. In section 2, I discuss models of die firm that allow for 

only one abstract objective. The analysis starts with the managerial util- 

ity models, emphasizing die role played by die above referred subjective 

equivalence conversion factors between concrete goals. It dien follows a 

brief discussion of the neo-classical profit maximization model. Section 

3 is devoted to the multiple objectives models of the firm. After a discus- 

sion of the Bamnol type models, there is an attempt to apply die frame- 

work developed in diis paper as a theoretical underpinning to concepts 

diat belong to the behavioral strand of thought. Section 4 concludes die 

paper. 
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1. THE BASIC MODEL* 

Decision making at a given firm is motivated by an ordered set of irre- 

ducible objectives and constrained by its limited technological knowledge 

and by the prices of commodities. The symbol y represents a given pro- 

duction or activity at a given firm. It is a vector in YciR", where Y corre- 

sponds to a fmn's choice set and n is assumed finite, representing the 

total number of commodities that are transformed or used in the produc- 

tion process. I will also assume that Y is closed and convex. I will follow 

tire usual practice and distinguish the output elements from the inputs by 

attributing a non-negative sign to tire former and a non-positive sign to 

the latter. The set Y' of all productions that are technically feasible is 

denoted tire production set. I will assume that Y' is closed and bounded.4 

Let us now introduce tire basic concepts that underlie the determination 

of tire preferences of a firm's decision maker.5 I will adapt to the present 

model concepts defured in section II of Hersztajn Moldau (1993). It is 

assumed that one can associate to a given firm a set of objectives denoted 

by J taken to be finite and formed by m elements, {a,b,...j,...}, where 

m>l. The model's primitive concept is given by an objective's relative 

importance. Let us define the binary relation > over the product space 

JxY of pairs (j, y), \/j E J',\/y eY. It follows that (j, y1)^^, y2) means 

3 The initial portion of this section (mainly, parts of p. 7-9), treating a firm's preference relation, 
draws heavily on HERSZIAJN MOLDAU (1993). 

4 The boundedness condition may be questioned for not being strictly related to a firm's technology. 
I am nevertheless, adopting it here not only because it is justifiable on other grounds, but mainly, to 
allow us to focus the study of the existence conditions of a firm's equilibrium on its decision maker's 
behavioral or subjective properties. 

5 I am not discussing in this paper the principal-agent problem, involving owner-manager interactions. 
I am basically considering the preferences of a given ultimate decision making entity. There is a 
growing literature on the contractual view of the firm, including work intended to go beyond firm's 
traditional, so called "black-box" representation. See HOLMSTROM & TIROLE (1989) for a 
detailed account. One can also mention specific work on managerial incentives that discusses the 
possibility of a firm's owners maximizing profit, while managers are induced to pursue other goals, 
such as increased sales. For example, this is in accordance with a firm's strategy to increase its 
output share in an ohgopoly setting. See for example, FERSHTMAN 8c JUDD (1987), SKLIVAS 
(1987) and SEN (1993). 
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that objective j at y1 is at least as important as objective h at y2; j, he J and 

y1, y2eY. The relations > (more important dian) and = (as important as) 

can be defined as follows: 

V/./je J\\/y\y1eY 

and -,{h,y2)>(j,yl) 

U<y') = ih,y2)<^(j,yl)>(h,y2)and 

Define^, the binary weak preference relation on Y according to jej as 

y hy/ <-> a, y) > a, y); vy 

Tliis means diat an agent will always aim at die reduction of die unpor- 

tance of a given criterion. 

Define x, die preference relation on Y according to j and defme die 

indifference relation on Y, corresponding to j as 

Vy16 7;Vye J y'y » v'hj}'2 and 

y1sjy
2^ylyjy

2 and /y.y 

I will assume that die followmg axioms are fulfilled by the mechanism of 

choice: 

Axiom A1. Completeness - Given any j,hEj and given any y1, y2EY, eidier 

(j,y')>{h,y2) or {h,y2)>{j,yl). 

Axiom A2. Transitivity - Vyl,y2,y3e Y;Vj,h,g,e J,[(j,y')>{h,y2) 

and {h,y2>(g,y3)=>U,y')> ig.y3)] 
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Axiom A3. Continuity of >l. on Y - \Jy 'G Y, Vj e J, die sets {y&Y! '} 

and [y^Y ! y'^jy] are closed in Y. 

Axiom A'3. Continuity of > onJxY - V yeY, Vj, heJ, j^h [By'eY: (j,y) = (h,y') 

or Vy'eY: (j,y)>(h,y') or Vy'eY: (h,y')>(j,y)]. 

Axiom A^.Convexity of ^ - If y2 yl then ty2 A {\-t)yx y1 for 

0<t<l and VjeJ. 

Axioms A1 and A2 impose, respectively, die properties of completeness 

and transitivity upon the criteria of choice. A3 imposes the continuity prop- 

erty upon each choice criterion. This is at variance with the standard pro- 

cedure in which these properties are imposed upon a decision maker's 

preference relation. Note that A1 implies the perfect knowledge of all 

relevant attributes of commodities, including prices, as these could be 

involved in the definition of specific objectives. In this model the prefer- 

ence relation is not a primitive concept but rather defined in terms of a 

more basic primary notion, namely a criterion's relative importance. 

Axiom A'3 implies that the ordering of objectives satisfies the continuity 

property. This condition is congruous with a perhaps more acceptable 

sort of lexicographic ordering, as it allows two or more objectives be- 

coming simultaneously predominant. At the same time, this assumption 

is also consistent with a given objective relinquishing its predominance 

status, before reaching satiation. Finally, A4 simply means that there is no 

preference for specialization with respect to any commodity with regard 

to the satisfaction of any objective. 

A1 and A2 imply that J is completely preordered by > for all y in Y. The 

overall preference relation on Y by a given firm's decision maker6 can be 

6 I am not addressing the question of how to aggregate the individual preference relations in those 
cases where decisions at the firm are carried out by more than one individual. 
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obtained with assistance of Sen's leximin rule (see SEN, 1986; and 

HAMMOND, 1976). For each yeY give each objective jej a ranking 

number k(j,y). These numbers order the objectives in terms of their im- 

portance. Smaller numbers are thus, associated with greater importance. 

Each jej at any yeY is related to an integer l<k(j,y)<m so that 

(j,y):>(h,y)=>k(j,y)<k(h,y), j,hEj, yeY When ties are observed for 

(j,y) — (h,y), j,hej at yeY, diese ties can be broken arbitrarily. It follows 

that at any yeY, for each l<k<m there is a unique objective j(k,y) whose 

rank at y is k. However, in this paper, any reference to a first ranking 

objective will also apply to any odrer goal drat is tied to it. 

Let us now adapt Hersztajn Moldau's (1993) definition of die order of 

criteria's preference relations and of die overall preference relation to a 

firm's objectives. 

The binary weak preference relation ^ corresponding to a firm's kth 

ranked objective, is defined by 

r^y ^ o(^,y ),y) > ox^y ),y); vyVe Y, vk<m. 

The preference (>/?) and indifference {=k) relations, corresponding to a 

firm's kdi ranked objective, are given by 

Vy1,y2eY; k<m y'^(i(i,/),/)> 

yl =k y1 <=* OX^.y1 )y) = OXC/),/). 

One can define a firm's decision maker's overall preference relation >, 

byy ^ y2 5=> 3G > 1 mch that yl =k y
2 fir k <Gand yl >~G y

2-, \/yl,y2EY 

A firm's decision maker's overall indifference relation =, can be defined 

by 

<=»y =ic y
2', k = l....m, \/y\y2eY. 
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Filially, the overall weak preference relation >:, is simply given by 

/ty2^yx=y2 or ylyy2;\fy\y2eY. 

In Hersztajn Moldau (1993) it is shown that A1 and A2 imply diat the 

relations ^ >/? and > are complete, reflexive and transitive on Y, VjeJ 

and Vk < m. Therefore, the addition of A3 implies the existence of a real 

valued and continuous representative function of ^ on Y denoted by U'(y), 

VjeJ. It is also demonstrated that given A1, A2, A3 and A^ the relations 

>:4, Vlc<m are continuous on Y and thus, there is a continuos real valued 

representation for each >zk on Y denoted by Uk(y), Vk<m.7 It follows that 

OX^y ),y) > U(.k,y2),/)« 

If j(k,y1) =] (j is the kth ordered goal at y1) and j(lc,y2) =h, one may write 

(y,y)>(^y)«t/yy )<[/'■(/) w 

The prices corresponding to the commodities that represent the inputs 

and outputs relevant to a given firm are given by the market, and will be 

denoted by p. The price system p is a vector in PC . Clearly, the type 

of market organization assumed to be in effect will explain the rule rel- 

evant for the deterrrunation of p. Consider y+ which represents the sum 

of the exogenously given activities of all the other firms in the economy. 

Y'+ represents the sum of the production sets of all the other firms in the 

economy and is denoted the complementary total production set. The 

following assumption imposes the condition that a given firm takes prices 

in the output and input markets as given. 

7 If a transformation is applied to one criterion's preference representation, then the same transformation 
must be applied to that corresponding to all other objectives. See HERSZTAJN MOLDAU (1993, 
p.363). This idea is similar to Sen's "ordinal level comparability property" (see SEN, 1986). 
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Assumption B. Perfect Competition - Given p = p(y, y+), yeY', y+eY, 

=0i ie [lv..n]) VyeY', y* *0. 

Jy, 

Assumption B assumes the knowledge of the market demand (supply) 

function for each commodity Let \j/(p) denote a firm's supply (demand) 

correspondence and 0(p) its supply (demand) function if single valued, 

under B. In order to discuss the question of the existence of a supply 

function or correspondence, one must initially discriminate between pe- 

cuniary and non-pecuniary objectives. Let us propose a simple distinc- 

tion, by defining a pecuniary objective as one that mcludes the price of at 

least one commodity in its specification.8 Well known examples are profit 

and revenue. Instances of non-pecuniary objectives, defined so as to ex- 

clude prices in their definition, are effort minimization, leisure, staff, 

employment, the output level, etc. 

It is clear that one can only speak of a firm's supply function or corre- 

spondence if at least one of the objectives in J that compose the first 

ranking criterion is of the pecuniary type. The next Proposition and Cor- 

ollary are concerned with the existence proof of a firm's supply corre- 

spondence or function: 

PROPOSITION 1. Given A^-A f and B} a supply (demand) correspond- 

ence [//(p) is well defined from P to Y provided there is a predominant 

pecuniary objective for any yeY. 

PROOF: 

We must search for a greatest element of a given production set accord- 

ing to a preference relation given by criteria, some of which include prices 

in their definition. 

8 The definition of pecuniary objectives implies that p could be an argument of U, if j is of the 
pecuniary sort. Given that in general, p is not an independent decision variable, it may in most cases 
be omitted as an argument ofU'. 
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Let Ck
v. = [y^Y I yyk y'], y'e Y, l<k<m. Assmne that for any y in Y there 

is a predominant pecuniary objective. Then for each p in P we have 

VP:= ^ 0 . This follows from Theorem 5 in Uzawa (1971), 

from Y' being compact, and from 713, vl3' and Theorem 4 in Hersztajn 

Moldau (1993). If there is only one element in Y the proposition is proved. 

If not, Theorem 6 in Hersztajn Moldau (1993) implies that also the sub- 

set of greatest elements in T, according to > is non-empty. Given that die 

subset of greatest elements of Y', according to >r , belongs to T', the 

proposition is established.9 

In order to demonstrate the existence of a supply function from P to Y, 

one should preclude from consideration those cases where two activities 

are indifferent according to all objectives in J. These situations can be 

understood as implying that diere is actually a single objective relevant 

for the comparison of such activities. We may thus employ the following 

condition, similar to one proposed by Hersztajn Moldau (1993): 

Condition y. Given any two distinct activities y1 and y2 in Y' there is jej 

such diat eidier yx >-] y
1 or y1 y]. 

COROLLARY 1. Given Ag A4, B and y, a supply (demand) function 0 

is well defined from P to Y, provided there is a predominant pecuniary objec- 

tive at any yeY. 

PROOF: 

The assertion follows from Theorem 6 in Hersztajn Moldau (1993). 

9 Clearly, a similar proof also implies the existence of an equilibrium when there is no predominant 
pecumary objective in Y. In subsection 3.1 we also discuss the existence of an equilibrium when the 
continuity of the ordering of objectives property A'3 is not fulfilled. 
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2. UTILITY MODELS OF THE FIRM 

Clearly, when m = 1 die weak continuity condition A3 translates into the 

usual continuity property of the overall preference relations. Hence, one 

could then in principle, refer to utility models of the firm. In diis section 

I will show that assuming the conditions A1-A3 for m = 1 is not sufficient 

for an existence demonstration of a specific managerial utility function. I 

will in diis section focus on die case where an abstract objective called 

utility, is decomposed into a finite set of concrete objectives that are func- 

tions of ye Y, that represent a firm's ultimate decision variables. Let us 

propose the following general definition of the notion of concrete objec- 

tive: 

Definition 1. An objective jej of a given firm can be decomposed into a 

finite set of concrete objectives g=^ v, if for any r and .f, r,SE[a...v], 

there are functions 0J
rs = yrs (0

J
S O)) and <7*rs = ars (y) such that 

Ci" =3„(<J„(^),rrs(0J
J(^))) at any yeY. The functions (.) and 

<7*s — <7rs (.) are respectively termed direct subjective equivalence con- 

version factor and subjective equivalence weighty each CL is assumed 

to represent a cardinal measure of g and 0J
r* is the level of r that is indif- 

ferent to the attainment level 0J
S (y) of j- widi respect to j, at y. 

3n.(.) is a general expression of the subjective reducibility of any two ob- 

jectives hi terms of a common denominator. The functions a = ar. (y) 

and 0J
rs = yrs{0

J
s (y)) play distinct roles hi die definition of die subjec- 

tive equivalence relation between r and y. The expression yrs ( O
j

s (y)) is a 

function restricted to represent die direct effect of die level 0J
s of ^ with 

respect to the corresponding indifferent value Ofi of r. The 
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expression ^ (y) on the other hand, is a function that may include the 
rs 

effect of variables distinct from Oj
s , showing how these could affect the 

0J
rs value that is indifferent to Oj

s by virtue of only this variable. The 

term (j*rs could vary with y, by embodying the effects caused by possible 

changes of the accomplishment levels of concrete objectives other than 5" 

with respect to y. 

Consider a decision maker's preference relation fulfilling the condi- 

tions A1-A3 on Y, with m = 1. When a particular utility function defined 

in terms of a finite set of concrete objectives g = a..v is the real valued 

representation of > on Y it is given by a functional such as U(Og(y)), 

g = 0...V, ye Y Given the property of reducibility of the concrete goals 

g = a.-v, their abstract common denominator U(.) can be substituted by 

any other common denominator g and the utility function may then be 

rewritten in terms of a proposed extensive form, expliciting these goals' 

subjective conversion factors and equivalence weights: 0*r ={Or(y) 

+ s=a..v. In this expression 0*r is the 

level of r that is indifferent to the attainment levels of all g given at a 

specific y. 

2.1 Utility Models with Multiple Arguments 

Consider initially that a utility function U(Og(.)) is defined for g = 

v*a. Let us assume that U(0 (.)) andO =y (O (y) are differentiable with 
& o o o 

respect to Og, g = Vr and arg(y) and Og, g = Vr, are differenti- 

able with respect to y 

The following proposition states the main result of the present section. It 

is shown that when a specific utility function with the functional form is 

the representation of preferences on Y, this implies a particular subjec- 

tive relation between its arguments. More precisely this means that the 
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effects of the rates of change of their subjective equivalence weights with 

respect to a given commodity cancel out. 

PROPOSITION 2. Given 0J
r* = '3rs{crrs{y),Yr<;{0

]
s (y)))Js=a...vJ

sJrJ s&; the 

maximization of a firm's utility function U(0^(y)), jj=a...rls...v:i v±a3 with 

respect to y9 \/i, implies that the subjective equivalence weights <7*rs = <7rs (y), 

s=a...v, fulfill =0, Vr. 

PROOF: 

We may omit j, smce m = 1. Consider that the choice variables are de- 

fined in Y. Let us then write die first order condition for a maximum of 

U(Og(y)) (the constraint yeY' will be omitted in diis whole proof for 

convenience). After algebraic manipulations we have; 

_ dOs y dOz dyi 

^ 1=1 n. (2) 

dOr dOr dyt 

Consider a*rs = crrs (.) and 0ri = rrs(.) such that 0*s=3rs[crrs(y), 

yrs(0s (>'))], Vrj s - a..v; str. We will now attempt to determine a firm's 

equilibrium by solving maxO* = 

max{Or(.)+ [<Tra(.),yr5(0_y(.))]} {.) + }yr}s = a..v. Our ann will 

be to search for a necessary requirement to obtain a first order condition 

similar to (2). Consider die first order condition for a maximum of 0* 

widi respect to y: 
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9y, h dal ^ t dof'dof-dyf 

Given that &0*rs ldOrs){dOrsldOs) = (dO*s /dOs(.)) -(dU/dOs) 

l{dUldOr) ,10 performing a few algebraic transformations on (3) we ob- 

tain 

dOr dU dU dO 

ay, _ ao5 v ao/jy/ v .ao^o a^, 
i=l -n. 

ZuM.A'Zr da: dy. 

dy, do, dOr dy, 

It follows that we will only achieve an expression similar to (2), neces- 

sary for the maximization of U(0 (y)), g = a..v, with respect to y if 
s 

^ ,dOrs {')^,d(7rs 
1 )(^ ) =0, i=l....n. (4) 

TTt d(Trs ay, v J 

Given that die maximization of a utility function U(0 (.)), g = with 

respect to y implies (4), variable <j*rs s with respect to y that do not fulfill 

(4) are inconsistent with the maximization of this utility function.11 Any 

attempt to determine a firm's equilibrium using this utility function or by 

solving the equivalent max 0*r problem, Vr, may then be expected to lead 

to ambiguous results. However, to assume that the cf s fulfill (4) could 

10 The subjective marginal equivalence relation between Or and Os when all other O are constant is 
here written in terms of U(.), which is simply one of the possible common denominators of the 
concrete goals in question. 

11 This statement is consistent with logic's well known laws of contraposition and hypothetical 
syllogism. 
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be a very restrictive hypotliesis. A change in y by affecting the accom- 

plishment levels of r and of die other concrete goals may change die level 

of Or diat is indifferent to a given Os. This means that a given (7*rs may be 

sensitive to the goals' accomplishment levels and hence, vary widi respect 

to y, according to the concrete objectives' possible relations of 

complementarity or substitutability 

In order to clarify this statement let us propose die following definition 

of complementary, substitutive or independent concrete objectives. 

Definition 2. Consider the extensive form of a utility function U(0 (y)), 
o 

g = given by 0* ={Or(y) + ^^ = 

a..v. The concrete objectives and z are complements, substitutes or 

independent in terms of the concrete goal r at yeY, if, respectively, 

a2o;/ao,ao, = 32o:/do,.do, >o; a2o; /ao,,ao = a2o" /ao^.ao, <o; r o 2 t 2 f S 2 f 2 & 

d20'r I dOsdOI = a
20; /ao^ao, = 0; Vf. 

It is noteworthy diat a significant feature of the extensive form of the 

utility function is its cardinality which is a property of die arguments of a 

regular utility function (see note 2). This feature makes the proposed 

definition of complementarity immune to die indeterminateness eventu- 

ally displayed by die Edgewordi-Pareto cross derivative sign definition, 

when applied to an ordinal utility function (see SAMUELSON, 1974) 

for an audioritative account on complementarity). 

The associations of complementarity, substitutability or independence diat 

are possibly implied by (4) could eventually, represent a test for its rea- 

sonableness as a necessary existence condition of a specific utility func- 

tion.12 A significant case is diat corresponding to die often encountered 

12 Assuming that Y' is compact it follows that the constrained maximization of a given U(0 (y)) has 
a solution. Therefore, failure of the condition (4) and thus of (2), implies the nonexistence of this 

specific utihty function. 
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utility functionals with only two arguments. According to Corollary 2 

below, condition (4) would then imply diat die concrete goals in question 

hold a very particular relationship: 

COROLLARY 2. Assume that a utility functional widi two arguments, 

of the form U(Or(y),Os(y)) fulfills die necessary condition (4) at yeY. 

This implies diat die concrete goals r and s are independent at y. 

PROOF; 

Using Definition 2, widi Os in place of Oz, die result follows easily after 

inserting (4) in equation (3). 

This result may impose a constraint on die form of a feasible utility func- 

tion meant to represent preferences on Y The following example is an 

illustration. 

Example 1. Let the Cobb-Douglas form U=0 aO b, widi a,b>0, be a 
r s 

firm's tentative utility function for finite values Or(y) and Os(y). By im- 

posing die condition dU=0 we obtain dO* / dOs = -bOr / aOs and it fol- 

lows diat d2Or
r / dOsdOr = -{a + b)laOs * 0. 

Given diat r and s are not independent it follows from Corollary 2 that 

(4) is not fulfilled. Therefore, a Cobb-Douglas type utility functional can 

not be a representation of a decision maker's preferences >;, on Y. 

Given that die nonindependence of two concrete goals r and s implies 

diat (4) will not be satisfied, the existence of a corresponding type of 

utility functional representing preferences on Y will then require the ad- 

dition of at least another concrete goal z keeping a complementarity or 

substitutability relation with r or s, consistent with the particular relation 

prevailing between r and s, so as to make feasible the satisfaction of con- 

dition (4). This follows, because with only two concrete goals, the sign of 

(4), determines the sign of the complementarity/substitutability term of 
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Definition 2. With the addition of a given z, (4) implies then a determi- 

nate complementarity/substitutability term between, for example, r and 

z taken in isolation.13 

2.2 The Neoclassical Profit Maximization Model 

Consider the following utility functional written in its extensive form, 

0r ={Or(.)+ [crra(.),yra(05(.))] where r represents die profit 

goal and s=a....v, corresponds to a finite set of other conceivable concrete 

objectives. When the direct subjective equivalence conversion factors of 

profit with respect to diose other goals are equal to zero we have die 

conventional profit maximization model. In odier words, 0*r =Or(.) and 

die "subjective content" of our objective function has dius, been elimi- 

nated. Therefore, profit is die single concrete objective which can be 

maximized in place of utility. The "value" of profit is unaffected by any 

odier conceivable goal and all sources of profit are indistinguishable. 

From a purely formal perspective the restrictiveness of the profit 

maximization hypodiesis is made clear by observing that at any point in 

Y and dius, given any possible profit level, no increase in the level of 

attainment of any odier possible goal is acceptable in exchange for even 

die slightest reduction in profit. It is however noteworthy that profit 

maximizatioii might be consistent with die existence of multiple irreduc- 

ible objectives when considering diose activities where profit is die pre- 

dominant goal. 

13 Bydecomposing (4) in terms ofthe concrete goals included in each , r,se [a..,v], one can verify 
diat diis condition implies that when the concrete goals are not independent they must fulfill 

particular combinations of complementarity and substitutability relations. Furdiermore, it is clear 
that an ever increasing set of such combinations is feasible as the number of arguments of U(.) 

increases. This would then mean a decreasing degree of restrictiveness imposed by condition (4) 
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3. ANALYSIS OF THE FIRM ADMITTING MULTIPLE 

IRREDUCIBLE OBJECTIVES 

A possibly significant application of the model presented in section 1 is 

the provision of a better understanding of theories of die firm that nei- 

ther conform to die neoclassical paradigm, nor to die various managerial 

utility models. I will argue diat at least some of diose theories corre- 

spond to cases where multiple irreducible objectives could be the deter- 

minants of choice at the firm. 

I will here concentrate on two approaches diat fit into diis category. I will 

initially relate the analysis developed in this paper to constrained maxi- 

mizing models such as die revenue maximization models introduced by 

Baumol (1958). I will dien argue that some concepts used by behaviorists 

could be reinterpreted in terms of die possible existence of multiple cri- 

teria. It is suggested diat diis could imply the possibility of extending the 

maximizing or optimizing form of reasoning to at least some situations 

treated in the behavioral approach. 

3.1 Maximizing Models With a Specific Constraint 

The profit constrained revenue maximization model developed by 

Baumol, as well as models such as Yarrow's (1976) and Williamson's 

(1967) could be interpreted as having multiple objectives without impo- 

sition of assumption Ajj ( continuity of the ordering of objectives) and 

possibly of B ( perfect competition) in all markets. We would thus, actu- 

ally have models more akin to the lexicographic ordering suggested by 

Georgescu-Roegen (1954, 1968), formalized by Encarnacion (1990) and 

used, among others, by Rawls (1971). 

My concern in this section is to present the conditions that are necessary 

for die existence proof of an equilibrium for this type of model. The 

distinguishing feature of most of these models is the existence of two 

irreducible objectives, that I denote by j and h, that are decomposable 

into a given set of concrete goals. There are basically two cases to con- 
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sider. The simplest one is that where both j and h have a real valued 

representation with a single argument diat is a function of y in Y. The 

classical Baumol model is the outstanding example. The other case is 

such that at least one of the irreducible objectives in question has a real 

valued representation which is a functional with a specific set of multiple 

arguments. Possible examples are the models developed by Yarrow and 

Williamson. Proposition 3 dien shows diat die existence of an equilib- 

rium solution in each of these models implies the satisfaction of die as- 

sumptions A1, A2 and of the weak continuity property A3 in die appropri- 

ate subsets of 91". It is also shown that die fulfillment of property (4) of 

the subsection 2.1. is implied in a nonvacuous manner if die real valued 

representation of either j or h displays die functional form widi multiple 

arguments. When such representation mcludes a single argument, condi- 

tion (4) is automatically satisfied. 

PROPOSITION 3. Assume a firm's preference relation >• on Y such that 

/= {jM; j is predominant at yeY such that Ufy) < (j] and h is of first order 

importance in Y = yeY: UJ (y) > U1 ■ Suppose that Ufy) = UfOfy) 

<0=a...v and Uh(y) = Uh(0^(y))J £f:'=a'...v'J are the real valued representa- 

tions of respectively, >r. on Y and >h on f . Assume for simplicity that >, fulfills 

A4 and that Y' is strictly convex. The existence of an activity in Y} which is 

weakly preferred to any other in Y' according to >: implies the fulfillment of 

Ap A2 on Y; of A3 by ar. on Y; of A 3 by ^ on f and of condition (4) by 

Uj(0/y)) and ITtO/y)). 

PROOF: 

Condition A'3 is not fulfilled m Y as diere is a discontinuity in die order- 

ing of objectives at y such diat Uf y) = jji (see Corollary 3 in subsec- 

tion 3.2). Therefore, die utility functions Uk(.), k=l...m are not defined. 

A firm's problem of determining its chosen activity can be addressed in 

two stages. One can initially solve 

max U^O^y)). g=a...v s t. ye Y' and p=p(y,y). (5) 
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Suppose that y5 solves (5) for a given p in P and that UJ(y')< jj] . It fol- 

lows that yVy, VyeY', smce j=j(l,y), U^y') > Uj(y), VyeY' and given 

that Y'is stricdy convex and ^ fulfills A4. If Ui(y')>f/-/ a second step will 

be necessary to determine a firm's equilibrium: 

max Uh(Og(y)), g^a'.-.v's.t. y 6 f'nf, and p^(y5y
+) (6) 

Assume that y" is a solution of (6). If unique it follows that y"^y, VyeY', 

since h=j(l,y) and Uh(y")>Uh(y), VyeY'nf. Clearly, 7'nf^0 given 

that we are here assuming that there is y'e Y' such that ^^iat: 

solution is not unique, denote by \\f the set of elements that solve (6). 

The firm's equilibrium will then be given by the solution of 

max UJ(Og(y)), g=a...v, s.t. yG\\J and p=p(yy+). 

The existence of a solution for the proposed maximization problem, Y' 

being a compact set, implies A1 A2 and that >r. and >:h fulfill v43, respec- 

tively on Y and on Y . This guarantees the existence of a real valued rep- 

resentation of >r. on Y and of ^ on Y. In view of Proposition 2, the 

satisfaction of condition (4) by Uj(0 (y)), g=^...y, and by Uh(0 (y)), 
S o 

pf=a,...v>, is also implied for these specific utility functions to correspond 

to die representations in question of >r. and -h • 

When U'(y) and U^y) are respectively proposed as U(0 (y)) for g=^, 

and Uh(Ocr(y)) for g'=^J, condition (4) is automatically fulfilled given 

that Oas , Oa,s, =0, Vf^a, V^Va^. According to Section 2.2., the basic 

Baumol model can be defined by simply allowing (p.y) as U and (^ 

y. > 0, as Uh(.). It is instructive to mention that our procedure avoids a 

difficulty present in the usual equilibrium determination using the regu- 

lar Lagrangean form and the Kuhn-Tucker conditions, namely, that these 

may be meaningful only for the case where \J]{.)>U] ■ When U)(.) < JJ1, 

one would then have to assume that y=0 (see for example, KAFOGLIS 
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& BUSCHNELL, 1970). This is clearly, not in die spirit of Baumol's 

original discussion of die determinants of the minimum profit, which 

could be substantially larger dian the competitive earnings to stockhold- 

ers (see BAUMOL, 1959, p. 53). 

The Yarrow model can be defined by letting j=V(g,^) and h=U(g), where 

V represents a firm's stock market valuation, g=^...v, corresponds to util- 

ity yielding decision variables and ^ is a vector of parameters diat affect 

market valuation. The objective h is considered to be of first order when- 

ever V(g,^)3V*(H1)-C, where V*(^) is die maximum valuation and C is a 

parameter that represents enforcement costs. 

Proposition 3 is direcdy applicable to diis model provided we interpret 

correcdy die meaning of Yarrow's g variables (or O , according to our 

notation). In odier words, these correspond to decision variables in die 

sense of being under an entrepreneur's discretion in opposition to the 

exogenous character of the parameters Therefore, U(g) may still be a 

functional and y in Y represent die ultimate decision variables. 

Without going into its details, one can consider Williamson's model to be 

formally in die spirit of Yarrow's model. The objective h is denoted a 

utility function widi arguments given by variables reflecting expense pref- 

erence, such as the excess expenditure on staff (S), die discretionary in- 

vestment (I) and die company perquisites in excess of what would be 

necessary (M). Output may be taken as a common explanatory variable 

of S, I and M. On the other hand, j would be given by reported profits 

(which may differ from actual profits by the exclusion of profits in land 

appropriated by managers). 

One should also note that Williamson's as well as Yarrow's reference to 

objective h as a utility function, should not be taken to imply the exist- 

ence of a real valued representation of a decision maker's overall prefer- 

ence relation on Y. Given its customary usage, die use of the term utility 

may perhaps, be inappropriate in this case. 
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3.2 The Behaviorist Approach 

Behaviorism has been considered to be virtually irreconcilable widi stand- 

ard theory. In particular, it has been considered inconsistent widi the idea 

of maximization of objectives. Attempts to reconcile bodi approaches by 

posing additional (concrete) objectives in a given managerial utility func- 

tion have been criticized by audiors such as Leibenstein (1979, p. 495) - 

such efforts would simply lead to non-falsifiable dieories if, at die end, 

one would be led to conclude diat "...people behave as they do." 

Careful appraisal of diose efforts shows diat diey may be flawed, in many 

cases, for other reasons. One can mention for example, that diere are 

objectives diat do not admit cardinal measurement. The preference for 

low effort intensity or for "better personal interaction" are examples of 

goals whose satisfaction can at most be represented according to an ordi- 

nal scale. This may preclude the definition of a given managerial utility 

function, in which diose goals could not appear as explicit arguments 

(see note 2). On die other hand, as shown in section 2.1, specific utility 

functions displaying a functional form may be inconsistent widi utility 

maximization widi respect to die commodity space. One may stretch this 

argument even further and suggest that the existence of a meaningful 

utility functional would be questionable should the condition implied by 

equation (4) appear too restrictive for die managerial utility functions 

under consideration. In view of the analysis developed in section 1, it is 

dien natural to suggest as a possible alternative method an approach based 

on die hypodiesis of existence of multiple (irreducible) objectives. This 

has the benefit of allowing an ordinal measurement of goals, while it 

may enable one to eventually stick to a maximization framework, even in 

the absence of a well defmed overall real valued objective function. 

A key element in die behavioral approach is the notion of satisfking which 

is often substituted for the idea of maximization. In the remainder of this 

section I will discuss how die multiple objectives hypothesis may fare in 

an attempt to formalize die satisficing idea. Although die use of diis con- 

cept has been criticized for its lack of a precise definition and of a con- 

vincing explanation for the determination of the aspiration levels (for 
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example, see ELSTER, 1989) there has recently been a revival of inter- 

est (see for example, KARANDIKAR et 0/., 1998) for updated refer- 

ences emphasizing applications in game theory). A significant effort is 

for example, Gilboa and Schmeidler's (1995) recent attempt of formaliz- 

ing the satisficing idea as a byproduct of their "case-based decision theory". 

This suggestion was presented in a particular context of past experience 

based aspiration levels. On the other hand, it included the assumption of 

a well defmed utility function. Incidentally, since Simon's early writings 

most researchers still discuss the satisficing and optimization notions in 

terms of die maximization of utility goal (for example, see KLEIN, 2001 

and references dierein). 

In contrast, I will suggest diat die consideration of multiple (irreducible) 

criteria represents a suitable basis in the provision of a formal foundation 

to the satisficing concept. This follows from Proposition 4 where it is 

shown that die satisficing notion implies die presence of multiple crite- 

ria, being dius, for this reason alone, inconsistent with die existence of a 

real valued representation of preferences and hence, incompatible with 

utility maximization. 

We may start by observing that the idea expressed by the term 

"satisficing" as much as that revealed by the terms "maximizing" and 

"optimizing", carries a notion of voluntary action. Thus, Simon's needle 

searcher (see SIMON, 1987b, p. 244) may select a needle that is suffi- 

ciendy sharp to sew with, rather than invest more effort and go after the 

sharpest needle in die haystack. Consider now the target setting models 

such as Baumol's. These can be related to the usual satisficing concept by 

allowing for multiple goals that are sorted out alternatively for 

maximization but only while corresponding aspiration levels are not met 

(see HAY & MORRIS, 1991, p. 290; see also DRAICOPOLOUS, 1994). 

It follows diat a decision maker may simply choose not to maximize the 

satisfaction of a given criterion such as profit in the Baumol model. Rev- 

enue may be the maximand once profit reached a satisfactory level of 

accomplishment, with this criterion dius becoming of second rated im- 

portance. 
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In order to prepare the ground for a formal discussion of the satisficing 

idea let us imagine the production set Y' partitioned into three parts: a 

subset "A", containing fully known activities including already established 

routines (see NELSON & WINTER, 1982) for a detailed description of 

this concept); a subset "B", where the acquisition of relevant information 

and the deliberation about alternatives is feasible but cosdy in terms of 

the required effort; a subset "C", formed by alternatives that are such 

that the relevant information is impossible to obtain given a decision 

maker's cognitive limitations. Clearly, when the basic restriction is given 

only by decision time the identification of the subsets B and C may sim- 

ply depend on the order chosen to acquire information about all alterna- 

tives. 

With this simplified modeling design we will avoid an explicit reference 

to specific search patterns such as that corresponding, for example, to 

local adjustments around an initially prevailing position (see for exam- 

ple, de PALMA et 0/., 1994 and SELTEN, 2001). 

Irrespective of the searching procedure employed, the relevant point is 

that the satisficer's chosen position is not utility maximizing, although, 

according for example to Selten's analysis, it could be a local maximum. 

On the other hand, satisficing is not meant to represent utility 

maximization under some cognitive constraints (see for example, KLEIN, 

2001 and SELTEN, 2001). Therefore, a satisficing alternative is not guar- 

anteed to represent a utility maximizing element of the subset (A+B), 

even this being an available alternative (according also to SIMON's, 

1987b defmition of satisficing).14 This also means the employment of a 

discretionary aspiration level which is lower than Klein's "best possible 

option". Notwithstanding an agent5s possible ignorance about the precise 

effect of searching efforts, the usual analysis of the satisficing idea fo- 

14 In a strict sense utility maximization implies the satisfaction of the completeness property. Note 
however, that according to KLEIN(2001, p. 118), optimization (whichhe takes as synonymous to 
utility maximization) could alternatively mean the selection of the best option; the best possible 
option or the best option given the available data. 
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cuses on a "satisficer's" choice behavior as if there existed a feasible alter- 

native with a strictly higher utility level than that of the one ultimately 

selected. In other words, it is proposed that even if a decision maker 

knew that a yet (eventually) undisclosed alternative existed with a greater 

utility level, she might still setde for the first satisfactory alternative found 

in her process of search. 

Proposition 4, showing that satisficing implies the existence of multiple 

(irreducible) criteria starts from the usual satisficing notion which im- 

plies the selection of a satisfactory but not utility maximizing alternative. 

PROPOSITION 4. Consider a decision maker who satisfices with re- 

spect to criterion jej at yeY'. It follows that given y*eY', y^y', such 

that y*>jy
3, there is at least another criterion h^j such that y^y*. There- 

fore, there is no real valued representation of the agent's overall prefer- 

ence relation >: on Y. 

PROOF: 

Assume diat j is unique. Since we are assuming y' to be a satisficing alter- 

native in Y' with respect to j it is not a maximal element with respect to ^ 

in (A+B)cY'. This is in accordance with y5 not being a maximal alterna- 

tive under cognitive constramts. Hence, there is y*E(A-l-B), y^y5, such 

that y*> y'. Since j is assumed unique, = >; and hence y^y5. Thus, 

these two alternatives fulfill the comparability property. Given that y5 was 

chosen in Y' as a satisficing alternative it follows that y'>:y*, a contradic- 

tion. Therefore, there is at least another criterion he J, h^j, fulfilling y3^ 

y*, k=l...m, m>l or of the Gth importance ranking at y3 or at y* and 

such that y3 >Gy*, given y^y*, k<G, implying y^y*. The existence of h 

in addition to j must follow given that y'sry* and Therefore, the 

continuity condition of >r on Y is not fulfilled and > has no real valued 

representation on Y 

There are cases such as the Baumol type models whose main features 

may be described adequately by sunply letting Y3=A and assuming that 

the subsets B and C are empty. In other words, these are instances where 
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one could eventually treat die satisficing notion without introducing such 

aspects as incomplete information and deliberation costs (see CONLISK, 

1996 for a detailed description of this concept). Thus, one could thereby 

eventually stay in the domam of full rationality (preserving the complete- 

ness condition besides the transitivity restriction). 

As mentioned above, discovering a greatest alternative y * with respect 

to a given objective j may require a certam effort which at its extreme 

may be infinitely large. The satisficing alternative y5 may be chosen be- 

cause the importance of j (for example, profit) or for example, of a mini- 

mization of effort goal h, is smaller or equal at y5 than the importance of 

h at j) *. If h is promment at y', no increase in effort would be tolerated 

by the decision maker, no matter its magnitude or the size of its return in 

terms of the profit objective. 

Proposition 4 implies the possibility of formalizing the satisficing con- 

cept malting explicit the presence of multiple goals: 

Definition 3. An objective jej predommant at a given point y'e Y' or in its 

neighborhood15, has reached a satisficing degree of accomplishment at 

y', if there is Y*c;Y', Y*^0, with y*EY* fulfilling y*>jf and such that 

one of the following cases is in effect: 

A) there is he J, h^j, of the Gth importance order at y'or at y*, G>1, 

such that y'>Gy*, given y'=ky*, k<G; 

B) y^y*, k=l...m, m> 1. 

The satisficing notion is thus defined in terms of a specific goal in a mul- 

tiple objectives setting. It is in fact difficult to understand the notion of 

satisficing of a criterion such as profit, meant as a voluntary act, without 

having another goal, such as for example lower effort or revenue, as a 

counterpart. This is not inconsistent with Simon's own description of the 

15 Note that j may eventually be of second rated importance at y5 but prominent in its neighborhood, 
if the criteria's ordering is discontinuous at y5, such as in the Baumol type models (see Corollary 3). 
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satisficing principle, often worded in terms of a plurality of goals and 

where die effort criterion is sometimes placed as a reference with respect 

to the determination of die aspiration levels of other objectives. (SIMON, 

1987b)16 One may also note that Selten's aspiration adaptation theory 

is formulated as an explicit multi-goal problem. (SELTEN, 2001, p. 18) 

It is an implication of our model that the meaning of the "aspiration 

level" concept may depend on the fulfillment of the axiom A3, which 

implies a continuous ordering of goals. According to Corollary 3 below, 

when A 3 is satisfied, "aspiration level" could be a superfluous notion 

when compared to "satisficing degree". The satisficing measure of a given 

criterion (or its aspiration level) could dien be determined endogenously 

in contrast to die exogenous character of most descriptions of the aspira- 

tion level idea. While for example, in Gilboa and Schmeidler (1995) a 

change in an agenf s aspiration level is equivalent to a shift of the utility 

function and dius, of preferences, assuming A3 a change in the satisficing 

level of a given criterion may be due to a shifting parameter. For exam- 

ple, it is easy to see diat a reduction in a firm's cost may increase its 

satisficing level of profit (and of revenue) for a continuous ordering of 

diese goals. 

A direct consequence of Proposition 4 is die fact that a pre-determined 

aspiration level of a given criterion, such as given by UJ in the target 

setting models17 of Proposition 3, implies a discontinuous ordering of 

goals at a satisficing alternative and hence the violation of A 3: 

16 This interpretation is also consistent with the passing reference given to the satisficing notion by 
other authors (see for example, SEN'S (1997, p. 768) allusion to the profit goal in opposition to 
"other priorities", in his own description of this concept). Simon specified the satisficing degree of 
achievement of a given goal in terms of an adjustable aspiration level. This is assumed to move in 
either direction in terms of an intuitive idea of case or difficulty to reach a provisionally chosen 

aspiration level. Clearly, we have here an implicit notion of effort playing the role of another, 
competing for fulfillment goal. 

17 Recall that according to our analysis in section 2, a given aspiration or target level could in this case 
be established in terms of any of the arguments of U(.) 
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COROLLARY 3. Assume that y' is a satisficing alternative of a criterion 

j in Y' given a pre-determined aspiration level U1 .It follows diat there is 

at least another goal h^j prominent at y5 and such that these criteria's 

ordering is discontinuous at y3. 

PROOF; 

The requirement U1 {yj- U1 for y' being a satisficing alternative of j in 

Y' imposes upon a decision maker's preference relation the restriction 

that j be predominant in Y = ye Y: UJ (y) < UJ and another goal h being 

prominent in f =ye Y: UJ (y) > Uj ■ Therefore, to prove that A j (the prop- 

erty of continuity of the criteria's ordering) does not hold at y5, diere 

remains the task to show that there is no point in Y where j has the same 

importance as h at y5. 

If ^ satisfies the continuity restriction A3, the condition above implies 

that A3 is not fulfilled by when considering the entire set Y, being 

nonetheless, eventually satisfied in Y and in a closed subset of T . In 

order to clarify this point let us take y* in Y such that \y-y* < s, where 

8>0 is arbitrarily small. Since at y' j's aspiration level has been reached, j 

will be of second rated importance at this point, while being the only first 

ranking criterion at y*. Thus, while j and h will not attain the same im- 

portance at y' it follows that no matter how small the value of s, 

Uh{y 7)-Uh(y*)\ =5 will not tend to vanish. 

Clearly, the aspiration level jjJ will affect the agenfs preference relation 

>: in such a manner that >: will not impose a precisely determined value 

for 5 and hence, for U^y5). It follows that according to (1) in subsection 

1, h has not a well defmed importance level at y5 and thus, there is no 

alternative in Y such that j may have the same importance as h at y'. This 

completes the proof that A 3 will not be fulfilled at y5. 
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Changes of the aspiration level may then carry the same meaning as in 

Gilboa and Schmeidler (1995), representing a shift in preferences. In the 

present paper diese changes also mean that there is a shifting point of 

discontmuity in the ordering of objectives. In this case we have a mean- 

ingful aspiration level that could be entered in place of the condition A 3 

to complete the definition of a particular overall preference relation. 

This view of satisficing, based on a more general model of choice, leads 

us to the point that even admitting concepts developed in the so called 

behavioral mode of analysis, one can in some cases, still employ an 

optimizing framework to determine a firm's chosen activity. For exam- 

ple, maximizing the satisfaction of the first ranked objective, may be con- 

sistent with the attainment of only a satisficing degree of accomplish- 

ment of the goals represented in this example by profit and revenue.18 It 

is also an implication of the present analysis that the consideration of 

multiple objectives may eventually reduce the prevalence of bounded ra- 

tionality by allowing die concept of full rationality to be extended beyond 

the notion of utility maximization.19 

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REA1ARKS 

In diis paper I examined the possible role of multiple objectives in the 

analysis of die firm. Stricdy speaking, this would mean a reference to 

multiple irreducible objectives. I employ the lexicographic principle as 

an ordering mechanism of alternatives to deal with the possibility of 

multiple irreducible goals. The existence of multiple arguments in a mana- 

18 Note that in a Baumol type model, satisficing may be reached only with respect to a single criterion 
at a time. This follows from the discontinuity in the objectives' ordering at the satisficing alternative. 
This also explains the absence of a real valued representation of the first ranked criterion. 

19 I am referring to the usual interpretation of bounded rationality based on a narrow definition of 
rationality given in terms of utility maximization (see CONLISK (1996) for a survey on Bounded 

Rationality). A distinct definition of rationality (and thus, of bounded rationality (see also RADNER 
(1996) on the notion of truly bounded rationality)) which is adopted in this paper (see for example, 

MAS-COLELL etnl. (1995)) is given by the completeness and transitivity of 2= on Y. 
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gerial utility function is acknowledged by die use of the concept of con- 

crete goals, meant to be reducible in terms of a common denominator. 

In this paper I stress die point diat special attention is due to the fact that 

the utility functions of die firm display in general the form of a func- 

tional, where multiple arguments are diemselves functions of decision 

variables generally defined in the commodity space. A question was posed 

about the necessary conditions for a given utility functional to be die real 

valued representation of an entrepreneur's preference relation defined in 

the commodity space. 

A main result of this paper is the suggested answer, showing that the 

subjective conversion factors between the arguments of a given utility 

functional include subjective equivalence weights that must be such that 

the effects of their rates of change widi respect to a given commodity 

cancel out. Considering for example, the often found instances where a 

firm's utility functional has only two arguments, diis condition (equation 

(4) in subsection 2.1.) implies that these be independent in the sense that 

the change in one of them would not affect the other's subjective conver- 

sion factor with respect to it (or loosely speaking, its intrinsic or subjec- 

tive "value"). 

Considering typical pairs of arguments such as profit and leisure or profit 

and a firm's market share, the research that is needed to support or reject 

the independence condition is beyond the scope of diis paper. In any case, 

this condition was shown to be restrictive enough so as to prevent the use 

of Cobb-Douglas type utility functions. Future work may be devoted to 

investigate further the restriction imposed by equation (4) with respect 

to the precise form of the utility functionals. One may suspect that the 

restrictiveness implied by that condition is greater the smaller the number 

of their arguments. It is to be expected diat with an increasing number of 

arguments there might be a sharp increase in the number of their corre- 

sponding complementarity or substitutability relations that may validate 

condition (4). 

This result can possibly be extended to at least part of the widespread 

uses of utility functionals throughout the economics literature, including 
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cases outside the theory of the firm. A direct application corresponds to 

the target setting models such as Yarrow's and Williamson's where diere 

is at least one criterion which is a functional widi multiple arguments. 

The condition (4) mentioned above will represent one of die necessary 

requirements for die existence proof of an equilibrium. Another neces- 

sary condition is die weak continuity restriction used in diis paper and 

which must be imposed on each of die irreducible criteria. 

A byproduct of my analysis is the proposal of an extensive form for an 

agent's utility function. This allows us to convert die ordinal measure of 

the abstract utility representation into a cardinal measure which is neces- 

sarily displayed by any of die concrete goals in terms of which the agent's 

preferences may dien be represented. The use of a utility function in its 

extensive form may allow one to make explicit in the definition of each 

function 5rs (y) r}s—a...v^ corresponding to the subjective equivalence 

weights, a feasible relationship between die concrete objectives g^-.v, 

so as to fulfill equation (4). 

The existence of multiple irreducible goals is consistent widi Dutta and 

Radner's (1999) result that most firms diat survive in the long run are 

not profit maximizers. Given diat the probability of survival varies di- 

recdy widi profit, and dius, indirecdy widi profit's relative importance, 

survivors would tend to maximize other goals. It also follows from diis 

argument that firms widi a low or even negative profit string would be 

more disposed toward maximizing profit, which would then tend to be 

dieir prominent objective. Clearly, diese are also the firms most likely to 

fail, an implication also consistent widi diis other conclusion by Dutta 

and Radner. 

If an agent chooses not to maximize profit or utility, die idea of optimiza- 

tion may still represent more dian a mere tautology if one realizes diat 

this outcome may simply reflect die presence of multiple goals and die 

consequent absence of a real valued (utility) representation of prefer- 

ences. Eventually consistent with a broad view of rationality, not restricted 

to utility maximization, one may observe a satisficing behavior widi re- 

spect to a given criterion in a multi-goal setting. In what I believe to be a 
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novel finding, it was shown that the satisficing idea is only applicable 

given die existence of multiple objectives, also acknowledged die possi- 

bility of incomplete information. 

An exogenously given aspiration level of a given criterion was shown to 

imply that our model's property of continuity of the ordering of objec- 

tives will remain unfulfilled at the corresponding satisficing activity This 

is the case in the target setting or Baumol type models, where changing 

target values may correspond to varying preferences and shifting points 

of discontinuity in die ordering of goals. A significant research agenda 

may perhaps include a study of evolving aspiration levels widi a separate 

analysis of those displaying an endogenous nature and of those exhibit- 

ing an exogenous character, respectively associated to a continuous and 

discontmuous ordering of goals at the satisficing activity. 
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